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the data plotted in figure 10 were acquired at the same sites as the data plotted in figure
8. the top row shows the rate of change in temperature, and the bottom row shows the
rate of change in precipitation. the data shown in the top two rows of figure 10 can be
compared to the data plotted in the bottom two rows of figure 8. we noted that the u.s.
national park sites (ynp and gsmnp) have the highest rate of change in temperature,
followed by the site in china, a campus in china, a site in taiwan, and two sites in the

european union (aosta valley and the alps). the results shown in the bottom two rows of
figure 10 are consistent with those of the bottom two rows of figure 8: all sites

experienced a decrease in precipitation except for the u. national park sites. this
decrease in precipitation is likely due to the cooling effect of the solar radiation.

thermistors were used to monitor the temperatures of each photodiode continuously
during the experiment. a piece of thermal tape was used to hold the thermistor flush

against the to cans of the fdg50, fgap71, and the fga10 during testing. the photosensor of
the fds1010 is mounted on a ceramic substrate, and when it was tested the thermistor

was taped to the back of the substrate. the electrical connection between the thermistor
and tsp01 temperature logger was performed using bnc cables, bnc-to-bnc bulkhead

feedthroughs to route the signal out of the nested boxes, and a custom bnc-to-phono jack
cable to connect to the temperature logger. the map below highlights the supply chain
sites with the largest temperature and precipitation swings over the period of study.

these sites are exposed to the greatest climate variability and fastest rates of climate
change in terms of temperatures and precipitation and therefore are at high risk of being
hit by events such as storms, flooding, heatwaves, droughts, and fires. our analysis found
49% of the sites in the united states, china, and taiwan (in red) experienced an increase
in climate variability, with the proportion much higher in china and taiwan (93%) than in
the u.s. (33%). nearly all the sites in china had experienced an increase in heat waves.
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this intensification of extreme climate events is consistent with the findings of ipcc
reports.
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the data curves plotted in figure 11show how nep varies with temperature. the curves for
the si-based and ge-based photodiodes are indistinguishable, and the nep of both of them

is lower than the nep of the gap-based and ingaas-based photodiodes by an order of
magnitude. all four nep curves are extremely similar to one another, despite the fact that
the photodiodes were tested at different locations and have a different geometry. figure

12shows the incident power required to produce a given nep as a function of temperature
for the four photodiodes. the thermal characteristics of the small temperature-monitoring

thermistor and temperature logger were established via a series of experiments. the
thermistor was tested at temperatures ranging from -40c to 180c and was found to be
accurate within 0.5c over the range. the temperature logger was tested between -40c

and 180c and was found to be accurate within 0. this tab contains a collection of
experiments performed at thorlabs regarding the performance of thermistors and

temperature loggers. each section is its own independent experiment, which can be
viewed by clicking in the appropriate box below. tsp01 temperature loggerexplores how

well the tsp01 temperature logger maintains a constant temperature over a wide range of
temperatures. tsp01 thermal gradientexplores how well the tsp01 temperature logger
measures a temperature gradient across an aluminum plate. summary the following

pages detail the results of our initial experiments with these photodiodes. each section is
its own independent experiment, which can be viewed by clicking in the appropriate box

below.photodiode saturation limit and noise floorexplores how different conditions,
including temperature, resistivity, reverse-bias voltage, responsivity, and system

bandwidth, can affect noise in a photodiode's output. photodiode spatial
uniformityexplores variations in the responsivity as a small-diameter light beam is

scanned across the active area of the photodiode. photodiodes with different material
compositions are tested, and eight units of one silicon-based model are tested to

investigate unit-to-unit variations. dark current as a function of temperatureandnoise
equivalent power (nep) as a function of temperature describe how dark current and nep,
respectively, vary with temperature and how measurements are affected. beam size and

photodiode saturationshows how the photodiode saturation point changes with the
incident beam size and investigates several models to explain the results. bias voltage

examines the effects of incident power on the effective reverse bias voltage of a
photodiode circuit and verifies a reliable model for predicting those changes. thermistor

thermal gradientexplores how well the tsp01 temperature logger measures a
temperature gradient across an aluminum plate. tsp01 modelingexplores how well the

tsp01 temperature logger fits into a model for the expected variation of the temperature
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across the active area of a photodiode. 5ec8ef588b
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